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ABSTRACT

Many companies are using model-based techniques to offer a competitive advantage in an increasingly globalised systems development industry. Central to model-based development is the concept of models as the basis from which systems are generated, tested, and maintained. The availability of high-quality tools and the ability to adopt and adapt them to the company practice are important qualities. Model interchange between tools becomes a major issue. Without it, there is significantly reduced flexibility and a danger of tool lock-in. We explore the use of a standardised interchange format (XMI) for increasing flexibility in a company environment. We report on a case study in which a systems development company has explored the possibility of
complementing its current proprietary tools with open-source products for supporting its model-based development activities. We found that problems still exist with interchange and that the technology needs to mature before industrial-strength model interchange becomes a reality.

INTRODUCTION

The nature of the information systems development industry is changing under the pressures brought about by increased globalisation. There is competition to offer cheaper but higher quality products faster. To stay competitive, many companies are using model-based techniques to offer rapid prototyping, fast response to requirements change, and improved systems quality. Central to model-based development is the concept of models as the major investment artefacts; these are then used as the basis for automatic system generation and test. Tools for the development, maintenance, and transformation of models are therefore at the heart of the tool infrastructure for environments which support model-based development practice.

One potential danger for companies is tool lock-in. Tool lock-in exists if the models developed within a tool are accessible only through that tool. It has long been recognised that the investment inherent in design artefacts must be protected against tool lock-in, not least for maintenance of a long-lived application. Such lock-in effects are recognised as a risk, which can have severe consequences for an individual company (Statskontoret, 2003). The tool market is dynamic, and there is no guarantee that a tool or tool version used to develop a product will remain usable for the lifetime of the product (Lundell & Lings, 2004a, 2004b). In order to protect against such problems, models must be stored together with the version of the tool with which they were created. Even this is not guaranteed to succeed — hardware changes may mean that old versions of tools can no longer be run — unless hardware is also maintained with the tool. Such lock-ins are therefore undesirable for tool users. This may not be the case for some tool vendors, who may view lock-in as a tactic to ensure future business by keeping customers tied to their products (Statskontoret, 2003).

The availability of high-quality modelling tools and the ability to adopt and adapt them to a company context are also important qualities. A variety of different development tools can be applied during a systems development project, including tools for the design of UML diagrams, tools for storing models for persistence, and tools for code generation (Boger, Jeckle, Mueller, & Fransson, 2003). The ability to seamlessly use and combine the various tools used within a project is highly desirable (Boger et al., 2003). The reality for many designers is an environment in which a mix of tools is used, and many companies are considering a mix of proprietary and open source tools to flexibly cover their needs. The interchange of design artefacts between tools becomes critical in such environments. One special case of this is geographically distributed development where partners in different locations are working in different environments, using different tool sets.

Model interchange functionality can therefore significantly increase flexibility and reduce exposure to lock-in effects. There are two accepted ways in which model interchange can be undertaken: via software bridges, and via an open interchange
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